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� Sixteen FRP-confined compound concrete columns containing RCLs were tested.
� The inclusion of RCLs reduces the compressive strength of unconfined concrete.
� FRP confinement can significantly enhance the performance of compound concrete.
� The behavior of FRP-confined compound concrete can be predicted closely by an existing model.
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a b s t r a c t

A novel method to recycle concrete is to crush demolition concrete into large pieces and then to directly
mix the resulting recycled concrete lumps (RCLs) with fresh concrete to produce a new kind of recycled
concrete referred to as ‘‘compound concrete”. This method avoids the complexity of recycling concrete
into aggregates and enables the achievement of a higher recycling ratio and a lower recycling cost.
However, due to the large sizes of RCLs and the weak interfaces between fresh concrete and RCLs, com-
pound concrete is much more heterogeneous than normal concrete. A new technique has recently been
explored to improve the properties of such compound concrete, in which the compound concrete is pro-
vided with a substantial amount of confinement from an external fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) confin-
ing tube. This paper presents the results of an experimental program of axial compression tests on
compound concrete-filled FRP tubular columns in which the FRP tubes were prefabricated using the
wet lay-up method with fibers only in the hoop direction. The tubes had a negligible axial stiffness, which
allows the stress-strain behavior of FRP-confined compound concrete to be clearly revealed. The test
results show that, when a significant level of FRP confinement is provided, the behavior of FRP-
confined compound concrete is similar to that of FRP-confined normal concrete with a strength equal
to that of the fresh concrete. An existing stress-strain model previously developed for FRP-confined nor-
mal concrete is evaluated in the paper using the test results of FRP-confined compound concrete.

� 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A typical method of using demolition concrete is to recycle it
into coarse and fine aggregates (normally only coarse aggregate
which is referred to as recycled coarse aggregate or RCA) which
are then used in making new concrete, and such new concrete is
referred to as recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) . The research
and application of RAC have received great attention in many
countries [1–10]. The existing research has concluded that the
presence of RCA leads to inferior concrete performance, including
reductions in stiffness and strength as well as increases in shrink-
age and creep when compared with its natural aggregate concrete
counterpart [4,11].

In addition to the inferior performance of RAC, the recycling of
demolition concrete into RCA involves complicated and uneco-
nomic processes of crushing, screening, and cleaning, which limit
the wide application of RAC. Recently, Wu et al. [12] proposed a
new concept in which demolition concrete is crushed into large
pieces and the resulting recycled concrete lumps (RCLs) are
directly mixed with fresh concrete to produce a new kind of recy-
cled concrete which has been referred to as ‘‘compound concrete”
[13,14]. This novel recycling method substantially simplifies the
recycling process and reduces the recycling cost. In addition, the
ruction
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Table 1
Material properties of RCLs.

Water
absorption

Density
(g/cm3)

Cylinder compressive
strength of Series I
(MPa)

Cylinder compressive
strength of Series II
(MPa)

4.53% 2.36 33.1 41.8
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recycling ratio (the ratio between the weight of the recycled por-
tion and the total weight of the old concrete) can be significantly
increased compared with that of RAC. The feasibility of this new
recycling method has been demonstrated by Wu’s research group
through testing structural members made of such compound con-
crete (e.g, [15–21]), including: (1) axial compression tests on con-
crete columns containing RCLs [15,16]; (2) axial compression tests
on compound concrete-filled steel tubular (CCFST) columns [17];
(3) eccentric compression tests on slender CCFST columns [18];
and (4) cyclic lateral loading tests on square CCFST columns [19].
In addition to the structural performance of members made of
compound concrete, other aspects related to compound concrete,
such as the size effect of concrete specimens containing RCLs
[15] and creep behavior of compound concrete in steel tubular col-
umns [20], have also been investigated. Two real-world construc-
tion projects in Guangzhou, China, involving the use of CCFST
columns, have also been reported [21].

The above studies, however, have shown that the presence of
RCLs leads to reductions in the performance of compound concrete
compared with normal concrete, due to at least the following two
issues: (1) compound concrete is much more heterogeneous than
normal concrete due to the large sizes of RCLs, especially when
the difference in strength between the RCLs and the fresh concrete
is relatively large; (2) the interfaces between the fresh concrete
and the RCLs may exhibit weaknesses. Wu et al. [19] found that
the compressive strength (ultimate stress) of compound concrete,
as well as the load-carrying capacity of CCFST columns, decreases
as the RCL mix ratio (i.e., the weight ratio between the RCLs and
the resulting compound concrete) increases. In addition, com-
pound concrete tends to have premature cracking due to interfacial
weaknesses, which has a detrimental durability effect on the inter-
nal steel reinforcement. An attractive approach to reduce or elim-
inate the weaknesses caused by the use of RCLs is to use compound
concrete as the filler material in tubular columns, where the tube
confines the compound concrete and isolates it from direct expo-
sure to the service environment. Wu’s research group has explored
the use of compound concrete in concrete-filled steel tubular col-
umns [17–19,22]. They have found that the detrimental effects of
RCLs can be eliminated or minimized only when a stocky steel tube
(i.e., one with a small diameter or width-to-thickness ratio) is used.
This is because the confinement provided by a steel tube is limited
due to: (1) the steel tube in axial compression expands more than
the compound concrete core during the early stage of loading; (2)
the steel tube yields once the concrete has developed macro-
cracking.

More recently, Teng et al. [13,14] proposed the combination of
fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) tubes with compound concrete to
form FRP-confined compound concrete (FCCC) columns. In such
FRP tubes, the fibers are oriented close to the hoop direction of
the tube and thus the tubes are strong and stiff in the hoop direc-
tion mainly to provide confinement and shear resistance to FCCC
columns [23,24]. The use of FRP tubes rather than steel tubes has
the following advantages: (1) better confinement as the FRP tube
has negligible axial resistance/stiffness so its lateral dilation is
much smaller than the concrete core right from the beginning of
loading; (2) better durability as the FRP tube has excellent corro-
sion resistance. Teng et al. [14] carried out the first experimental
study on the compressive behavior of FCCC columns under axial
compression. In their tests, glass FRP (GFRP) tubes formed using
the filament winding process were used. Their study revealed an
additional but very important benefit offered by the FRP tube: with
the confinement provided by the FRP tube, the compound concrete
could exhibit a stress-strain behavior close to that of the fresh con-
crete which had a much higher strength than the old concrete from
which the RCLs were made. This observation means that FRP con-
finement can effectively eliminate the weakness in compressive
2

strength caused by the use of RCLs. More importantly, this observa-
tion means that although old concrete generally has a compara-
tively low compressive strength, the strength of the new
compound concrete is not limited or significantly affected by this
low strength; instead, by using high strength fresh concrete with
RCLs, the resulting compound concrete can be expected to be
almost as strong as the fresh concrete under an appropriate level
of confinement.

The study conducted by Teng et al. [14] suggests that much
more research needs to be conducted to develop a comprehensive
understanding of the behavior of FRP-confined compound con-
crete. In addition, since filament-wound FRP tubes were used in
the previous study [14], the significant axial stiffness of the FRP
tubes (although the fibers were oriented close to the hoop direc-
tion) led to some uncertainty in understanding the confinement
mechanism in FRP-confined compound concrete [37]. As a result,
a new experimental program was carried out in the present study,
in which carbon FRP (CFRP) tubes prefabricated via the wet lay-up
method with fibers oriented only in the hoop direction were used.
These tubes had a negligible axial stiffness and provided great flex-
ibility in the choice of confinement levels, which allowed the
stress-strain behavior of FRP-confined compound concrete to be
clearly revealed. The experimental program consisted of 36 col-
umns (among which 16 were FCCC columns) subject to monotonic
axial compression. The experimental variables included the mix
ratio of RCLs, the CFRP tube thickness, and the compressive
strength of fresh concrete. An existing stress–strain model previ-
ously developed for FRP-confined normal concrete [i.e., Jiang and
Teng’s model] [25] was evaluated using the test results. In the
practical applications of FCCC columns, however, filament-wound
FRP tubes should still be used.
2. Experimental program

2.1. Recycled concrete lumps (RCLs)

The RCLs were produced from standard concrete cylinders with
a diameter of 150 mm and a height of 300 mm which had been
tested under axial compression. The concrete was prepared with
ordinary portland cement, river sand, superplasticizer (S.P.), and
crushed granite coarse aggregate with a maximum nominal size
of 20 mm. The concrete cylinders had been cast and cured at room
temperature for at least 28 days before the crushing operation.
Only RCLs passing a test sieve of 100 mm mesh size but retained
on a test sieve of 60 mm mesh size (i.e., RCLs with a minimum
dimension between 60 mm and 100 mm) were selected for inclu-
sion in the compound concrete. The number of RCLs with a mini-
mum dimension of 80–100 mm was around twice the number of
RCLs with a minimum dimension of 60–80 mm. The compressive
strength of RCLs was assumed to be equal to the compressive
strength of the corresponding series of concrete cylinders used to
produce the RCLs. The average compressive cylinder strengths for
the two series of concrete cylinders (Series I and Series II) were
found to be 33.1 MPa and 41.8 MPa, respectively. The water
absorptions in mass and density of the two series of RCLs in the
saturated surface-dry condition were almost the same and they
were measured to be 4.53% and 2.36 g/cm3 (Table 1), respectively,
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according to BS 812 [26]. Fig. 1 shows a photo of three RCLs with
the typical highly irregular surfaces, where the mortar of the old
concrete and the coarse aggregate can be clearly seen.
2.2. Specimen details

A total of thirty-six columns in two series were prepared and
tested. Table 2 shows the key parameters of the columns. All the
columns had a diameter of 200 mm and a height of 400 mm for
the concrete core, leading to an RCL-to-specimen size ratio (i.e.,
the ratio between the maximum dimension of RCLs and the diam-
eter of the circular concrete core) of 0.5. Wu et al. [15] reported
that the RCL-to-specimen size ratio has limited influence on the
behavior of compound concrete (the range of RCL-to-specimen size
ratio examined in their study was from 0.1 to 0.6). Therefore, only
one specimen size (i.e., 200 mm � 400 mm) was used in the pre-
sent study. The specimens were divided into two series based on
the compressive strength of RCLs. In Series I, the target compres-
sive strength of fresh concrete (40 MPa) was similar to and slightly
higher than that of RCLs (33.1 MPa), while in Series II the target
strength of fresh concrete (60 MPa) was much higher than that
Fig. 1. Recycled concrete lumps (RCLs).

Table 2
Specimens details.

Series Specimen Fresh concrete cylinder
strength (MPa)

Comp
at pe

Series I C40-R0-T0-1,2 41.7 0.003
C40-R15-T0-1,2
C40-R30-T0-1,2
C40-R0-T2-1,2 39.3 0.003
C40-R15-T2-1,2
C40-R30-T2-1,2
C40-R0-T3-1,2 38.8 0.003
C40-R15-T3-1,2
C40-R30-T3-1,2

Series II C60-R0-T0-1,2 64.0 0.003
C60-R15-T0-1,2
C60-R30-T0-1,2
C60-R0-T2-1,2 63.6 0.003
C60-R15-T2-1,2
C60-R30-T2-1,2
C60-R0-T3-1,2 62.0 0.002
C60-R15-T3-1,2
C60-R30-T3-1,2
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of RCLs (41.8 MPa). The strength of fresh concrete in Series II
was designed to be much higher than that of RCLs as RCLs in prac-
tice are generally obtained from old structures with a low concrete
strength. Crushed granite coarse aggregate with a maximum nom-
inal size of 20 mm was also used in the fresh concrete. Both series
included three different confinement levels (i.e., 0-ply, 2-ply, and
3-ply CFRP tubes) and three different RCL mix ratios as the key test
variables. For each column configuration, two duplicate (nominally
identical) specimens were tested. Each column was given a name
in the form of CX-RY-TZ-1,2 where X represents the target strength
of fresh concrete, Y indicates the RCL mix ratio (in percentage), and
Z represents the number of plies of the CFRP tube. The final num-
ber 1 or 2 is to differentiate two duplicate specimens. The speci-
mens in each series were cast in three batches corresponding to
three different thicknesses of the CFRP tubes. For each batch, three
standard concrete cylinders were also cast and tested before
(within one weak) the testing of column specimens to obtain the
fresh concrete properties. The compressive strength (f0co) and the
axial strain at peak stress (eco) of fresh concrete in each batch are
listed in Table 2. The readings of two LVDTs (linear variable differ-
ential transformers) covering a mid-height region of 150 mm were
used to obtain the axial strains.
2.3. FRP tubes

All the CFRP tubes were prefabricated manually using the wet
lay-up method by wrapping an epoxy impregnated carbon fiber
sheet around a bakelite mold in the hoop direction (Fig. 2). Before
the wrapping of the fiber sheet, a plastic film was used to cover the
external surface of the mold to ensure that demolding would be
easy and the internal surface of the CFRP tube would be smooth.
A 200-mm overlapping zone of the carbon fiber sheet was adopted.
Each end of the CFRP tube was strengthened with an additional 25-
mm-wide CFRP strip to ensure that failure of an FCCC column
would not occur near the two ends of the column (Fig. 2c). FRP
tubes on the mold were cured in laboratory for 48 h before
demolding. Three one-ply flat CFRP coupons were also fabricated
and tested to determine the properties of the CFRP in accordance
with ASTM D3039 [27]. The average rupture strain, tensile
strength, and elastic modulus were found from the tensile tests
to be 1.83%, 4810 MPa, and 246 GPa, respectively, based on a nom-
inal thickness of 0.167 mm per layer. The elastic modulus was
determined from the linear portions of the tensile stress-strain
curves of the FRP coupons with tensile strains between 0.1% and
ressive strain
ak stress

RCL cylinder
strength (MPa)

CFRP tube RCL mix
ratio (%)

01 – 0 0
33.1 15
33.1 30

05 – 2-ply 0
33.1 15
33.1 30

12 – 3-ply 0
33.1 15
33.1 30

12 – 0 0
41.8 15
41.8 30

05 – 2-ply 0
41.8 15
41.8 30

86 – 3-ply 0
41.8 15
41.8 30



    

(c) CFRP tube after curing

Fig. 2. Preparation of CFRP tubes.
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0.3% in accordance with ASTM D3039 [27]. The tensile stress-strain
curves generally followed the linear curve of the elastic modulus
until the tensile strain reached around 1.3% (a value that is not
far from the average FRP hoop rupture strain measured in the FCCC
column tests), after which the stress–strain curves exhibited a
small degree of nonlinearity, which explains why the measured
rupture strain is smaller than the tensile strength divided by the
elastic modulus. In the subsequent theoretical analysis, only the
elastic modulus needed to be used to calculate the FRP confining
pressure.

2.4. Fabrication of column specimens

All the RCLs were placed in water for 24 h and then dried using
dry towels to ensure a saturated surface-dry condition before being
mixed with fresh concrete. For all the FCCC columns or FRP-
confined concrete columns without RCLs, the CFRP tubes, which
served as the formwork, were first fixed on two wooden plates
before concrete casting (Fig. 2c). During the casting process, a thin
layer of fresh concrete was first poured to the bottom of the tube.
RCLs and fresh concrete were then alternately added into the tube.
In the meantime, the tube was put on a vibration table to achieve
good compaction of the compound concrete. For the unconfined
4

column specimens, PVC tubes instead of CFRP tubes were used as
formwork for concrete casting. After curing at room temperature
for 28 days, the PVC tubes were removed from the specimens.
2.5. Test set-up and instrumentation

For each FRP-confined specimen, eight horizontal strain gauges
(gauge length = 20 mm) were evenly distributed around the cir-
cumference of the mid-height section to measure the hoop strains
(three of these hoop strain gauges were installed in the overlap-
ping region) and four axial strain gauges (gauge length = 20 mm)
were attached at 90� apart to measure the axial strains (Fig. 3a).
In addition, four LVDTs were installed in a mid-height region of
210 mm at 90� apart to enable the measurement of axial shorten-
ings of the specimen (Fig. 3a). These LVDTs were installed onto a
steel frame which was attached to the specimen (Fig. 3b). For each
unconfined column specimen, four axial strain gauges (gauge
length = 100 mm) and four horizontal strain gauges (gauge
length = 50 mm) were attached at 90� apart at the mid-height to
measure the axial strains and the hoop strains, respectively; four
LVDTs were also installed to cover a mid-height region of
210 mm at 90� apart to measure the axial shortenings.



(a) Layout of LVDTs and strain gauges

 (b) Test set-up

Fig. 3. Instrumentation and test set-up for FCCC columns.
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All specimens in Series I were tested at a rate of 0.24 mm/min
with displacement control on an MTS machine (capacity = 4600
kN), while all specimens in Series II were tested on a testing frame
with a larger capacity (10,000 kN). A displacement-controlled load-
ing rate of 0.30 mm/min was adopted for specimens in Series II.
3. Test results and discussions

3.1. General observations

All the unconfined concrete specimens failed by concrete crush-
ing with visible cracks (Fig. 4). The presence of RCLs did not seem
to have an obvious effect on their failure mode. The failure modes
of the two series of specimens are slightly different: Series I spec-
imens failed in a more gradual process with cracks of small width
developing gradually, while Series II specimens generally failed in
a more brittle manner with the formation of one major crack. The
difference in the failure mode was mainly caused by the strength
difference between the fresh concrete and the RCLs in the two ser-
ies. The key experimental results of these specimens, including the
compressive strength f 0co and the axial strain at peak stress eco are
summarized in Table 3. The axial strains were obtained from the
mid-height LVDT readings. It is obvious that the inclusion of RCLs
reduced considerably the strength of unconfined concrete, and the
5

reduction increased with the RCL mix ratio. For Series I specimens,
the mix ratios of 15% and 30% led to decreases of 13.1% and 20.5%,
respectively, in the compressive strength. For Series II specimens,
the corresponding reductions in the compressive strength are
14.4% and 25.9%, respectively. It can be seen that Series II speci-
mens had larger percentage reductions in compressive strength
than the corresponding specimens in Series I since the strength dif-
ference between the RCLs and the fresh concrete was larger in Ser-
ies II. Note that the reduction in the compressive strength of
unconfined concrete was mainly caused by the lower strength of
RCLs than that of the fresh concrete. If the strength of the RCLs is
larger than that of the fresh concrete, a larger compressive strength
than the fresh concrete can be developed for the compound con-
crete [14].

Fig. 5 shows the surface of fracture of an unconfined concrete
column containing RCLs. The interfaces between the fresh concrete
and the RCLs are also indicated in the figure. It appears that the
RCLs were well embedded in the fresh concrete and no visible
cracking or damage occurred at the interfaces between the fresh
concrete and the RCLs. In addition, it was observed that the RCLs
were generally cut through by the fracture paths of the specimen,
which is different from the failure of normal concrete where the
fracture paths generally go around the aggregate pieces.

Note that for specimens C40-R0-T2, C40-R15-T2, and C40-R30-
T2, the results of one of the two duplicate specimens have been



     

(a) C40-R0-T0                     (b) C40-R15-T0 (c)   C40-R30-T0

          

(d) C60-R0-T0-1                    (e) C60-R15-T0-1 (f) C60-R30-T0-1

Fig. 4. Unconfined concrete specimens after test.

Table 3
Key experimental results of unconfined concrete column specimens.

Series Specimen f 0co (MPa) Average f 0co (MPa) eco Average eco

Series I C40-R0-T0-1 42.1 42.0 0.00305 0.00312
C40-R0-T0-2 41.9 0.00319
C40-R15-T0-1 35.9 36.5 0.00292 0.00300
C40-R15-T0-2 37.1 0.00308
C40-R30-T0-1 33.3 33.3 0.00307 0.00300
C40-R30-T0-2 33.3 0.00292

Series II C60-R0-T0-1 65.2 66.2 0.00318 0.00334
C60-R0-T0-2 67.1 0.00350
C60-R15-T0-1 56.6 56.6 0.00280 0.00296
C60-R15-T0-2 56.6 0.00311
C60-R30-T0-1 50.0 49.0 0.00249 0.00266
C60-R30-T0-2 48.0 0.00282
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excluded because an outdated resin was used in fabricating the
CFRP tubes, leading to premature debonding failure in the overlap-
ping zone of these CFRP tubes. All the remaining FCCC specimens
and FRP-confined normal concrete specimens failed suddenly by
the rupture of CFRP tube away from the column ends and generally
involving the column mid-height region (Fig. 6). There is also a
small difference in the failure mode between the two series of
specimens: the concrete in the failure region in Series II specimens
was crushed into smaller pieces than that in Series I specimens
(Fig. 6). The key experimental results, including the compressive
strength f 0cc , the ultimate axial strain ecc , and the FRP hoop rupture
strain eh;rup of all the FRP-confined concrete columns are summa-
rized in Table 4. In the present paper, compressive stresses and
6

strains in concrete are taken to be positive, while tensile stresses
and strains in FRP tubes are taken to be positive unless otherwise
specified. The ultimate axial strains were obtained from the mid-
height LVDT readings. The axial strains from axial strain gauges
are not reported as they are deemed to be not so reliable due to
the local buckling/wrinkling of the FRP tube [28,29]. The average
FRP hoop rupture strains eh;rup were obtained from the readings
of the five hoop strain gauges located outside the overlapping zone
at the ultimate state (i.e., when FRP tube ruptured) (Fig. 3a). The
axial stress of the confined concrete is calculated as the load it
takes divided by its cross-sectional area (i.e., ignoring the small
axial resistance and cross-sectional area of the FRP tube).

Fig. 7 shows the FRP hoop rupture strains of columns with var-
ious RCL mix ratios. The FRP hoop rupture strains were obtained



Interfaces between 
RCLs and fresh concrete

Fig. 5. Surface of fracture of an unconfined compound concrete specimen.
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from readings of the five hoop strain gauges outside the overlap-
ping zone. It is obvious that the hoop rupture strain readings exhi-
bit considerable scatters even for two duplicate specimens. The
differences between duplicate specimens can be attributed mainly
to the randomly non-uniform distribution of RCLs in the concrete,
leading to different distributions of hoop strains in the FRP tube in
the two duplicate specimens. The RCLs close to the FRP tube are
expected to have caused great stress concentrations and premature
FRP tube rupture. The inclusion of RCLs, however, does not seem to
      

(a) C40-R15-T2 (b) C40-R15-T3-1

   

(e) C60-R15-T2-1 (f) C60-R15-T3-1

Fig. 6. FCCC colum
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have an obvious effect on the FRP hoop rupture strains. Instead, the
specimens with a higher compressive strength of fresh concrete
appears to have a smaller FRP hoop rupture strain as shown in
Fig. 7. The negative effect of concrete strength on FRP rupture
strains has also been observed by other researchers on normal con-
crete columns confined with FRP [23,28,30]. Moreover, it can be
seen that the specimens with a higher compressive strength of
fresh concrete (Series II) generally showed a larger scatter in the
FRP hoop strain at rupture around the column circumference. This
is mainly attributed to the larger strength difference between the
fresh concrete and the RCLs in these specimens, leading to a greater
degree of non-uniformity in the compound concrete. Additionally,
it is known that a higher strength concrete tends to have more
non-uniform deformation after cracking due to its brittleness
[30–32]. Zhang et al. [30] also found that the scatter in the FRP
hoop strain at rupture around the column circumference became
larger for a higher-strength concrete in their normal concrete-
filled FRP tubes under axial compression. Fig. 7 also shows that
the scatter in the FRP hoop strain at rupture seems to be slightly
reduced when the FRP confinement level is increased, which
implies that the non-uniform deformation of compound concrete
may be reduced through stronger FRP confinement.

3.2. Stress-strain curves

Fig. 8a and 8b show the stress-strain curves of the unconfined
concrete specimens with different RCL mix ratios in Series I and
Series II, respectively. Again, the mid-height LVDTs were used to
obtain the axial strains and the five hoop strain gauges outside
  

(c) C40-R30-T2 (d) C40-R30-T3-1

  

(g) C60-R30-T2-1 (h) C60-R30-T3-1

ns after test.



Table 4
Key experimental results of CCFFT columns.

Series Specimen f 0cc (MPa) Average f 0cc (MPa) ecc Average ecc eh;rup Average eh;rup

Series I C40-R0-T2 79.7 79.7 0.0240 0.0240 0.0156 0.0156
C40-R15-T2 79.0 79.0 0.0224 0.0224 0.0154 0.0154
C40-R30-T2 80.2 80.2 0.0225 0.0225 0.0156 0.0156
C40-R0-T3-1 98.0 104.0 0.0304 0.0308 0.0156 0.0162
C40-R0-T3-2 109.6 0.0312 0.0168
C40-R15-T3-1 105.7 102.3 0.0308 0.0275 0.0160 0.0147
C40-R15-T3-2 99.0 0.0241 0.0134
C40-R30-T3-1 91.5 97.6 0.0212 0.0237 0.0110 0.0128
C40-R30-T3-2 103.8 0.0261 0.0145

Series II C60-R0-T2-1 99.5 96.7 0.0164 0.0153 0.0137 0.0135
C60-R0-T2-2 93.8 0.0142 0.0133
C60-R15-T2-1 86.3 90.6 0.0133 0.0138 0.0122 0.0130
C60-R15-T2-2 94.9 0.0143 0.0137
C60-R30-T2-1 89.8 92.0 0.0128 0.0136 0.0143 0.0140
C60-R30-T2-2 94.2 0.0143 0.0137
C60-R0-T3-1 119.5 116.5 0.0175 0.0168 0.0148 0.0140
C60-R0-T3-2 113.5 0.0161 0.0131
C60-R15-T3-1 121.3 120.8 0.0195 0.0198 0.0149 0.0145
C60-R15-T3-2 120.3 0.0200 0.0141
C60-R30-T3-1 120.4 117.9 0.0208 0.0193 0.0166 0.0153
C60-R30-T3-2 115.3 0.0178 0.0140

Fig. 7. Hoop strains at FRP tube rupture of FCCC columns.
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the overlapping zone were used to obtain the hoop strains. For
some specimens (e.g., C60-R30-T0-2 and C40-R30-T0-2), some of
the hoop strain gauges were damaged before the attainment of
the maximum axial strain; thus the axial stress-hoop/lateral strain
Fig. 8. Stress-strain curves of unc
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curve terminates slightly earlier than the corresponding axial
stress-axial strain curve. It is obvious that the inclusion of RCLs
affects considerably the axial stress-strain curve, especially after
the initial portion, of unconfined concrete. The peak axial stress
becomes significantly smaller for a larger RCL mix ratio. It is also
seen that the inclusion of RCLs does not significantly affect the
axial strain at peak stress for Series I specimens; however, the axial
strain at peak stress also becomes smaller as the RCL mix ratio
increases for Series II specimens (Table 3).

The axial stress-axial strain curves and axial stress-lateral strain
curves of all the FRP-confined concrete column specimens are
shown in Fig. 9. The stress-strain curves feature the well-known
bilinear shape with an ascending second branch. The specimens
containing RCLs have stress-strain curves very close to those of
the corresponding normal concrete specimens without RCLs; the
differences between the two are much smaller than those observed
for the unconfined concrete specimens (Fig. 8). These results
demonstrate that, with a strong level of lateral confinement
exerted by the CFRP tube, the detrimental effect of the interfaces
between the fresh concrete and the RCLs is substantially reduced.
Nevertheless, the presence of RCLs indeed has a small effect on
the stress-strain behavior of FRP-confined compound concrete.
For Series I specimens confined with a 2-ply CFRP tube, the axial
stresses of specimens containing RCLs at the transition between
onfined concrete specimens.



Fig. 9. Stress-strain curves of FRP-confined concrete columns.
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the two branches of the stress-strain curve are smaller than those
of the specimens without RCLs, but they become close to each
other when the axial strain exceeds about 0.01 (Fig. 9a). Similar
observations have been reported by Teng et al. [14] for compound
concrete filled filament-wound GFRP tubes. However, this phe-
nomenon becomes less obvious for specimens confined with a
thicker FRP tube (see Fig. 9b). For Series II specimens, the transition
portion and the second ascending branch of a specimen containing
RCLs are only slightly lower than those of the corresponding spec-
imen without RCLs (Fig. 9c and d).

The influence of the FRP confinement level (i.e., FRP tube thick-
ness) on the stress-strain behavior of FRP-confined compound con-
crete is shown in Fig. 10. It is evident that the ultimate stress and
the ultimate strains of FRP-confined concrete are much larger than
those of the corresponding unconfined concrete, and both the ulti-
mate stress and the ultimate strains increase as the FRP confine-
ment level increases. In addition, the stress-strain curves of two
duplicate specimens of each pair are generally very close to each
other except for the ultimate strains of specimens C40-R15-T3-
1,2 and C40-R30-T3-1,2 in Series I. The differences observed for
these two pairs of nominally identical specimens can be attributed
mainly to the randomly non-uniform distribution of RCLs in the
concrete core as mentioned earlier.

3.3. Axial strain-lateral strain curves

Fig. 11 shows the axial strain-lateral strain curves of concrete in
all the FRP-confined concrete specimens. It can be seen that the
specimens with the same FRP confinement displayed very similar
9

axial strain-lateral strain curves regardless of the RCL mix ratio
(except for specimen C60-R30-T2-2 whose lateral strains are
unreasonably large in magnitude compared with other specimens).
This observation also implies that the inclusion of RCLs has a very
limited effect on the dilation behavior of FRP-confined concrete in
the test specimens.
4. Theoretical analysis

4.1. Jiang and Teng’s model [25]

Jiang and Teng’s model [25], a well-known analysis-oriented
stress–strain model, has been shown to be one of the most success-
ful models for FRP-confined normal concrete [33,34]. The predic-
tions of this model are compared with the experimental results
in the present study. In this model, a stress-strain model for
actively confined concrete forms one of the key elements. The fol-
lowing stress-strain relationship of Popovics [35] for actively con-
fined concrete is employed:

rc

f 0�cc
¼ ðec=e�ccÞr

r � 1þ ðec=e�ccÞr
ð1Þ

r ¼ Ec

Ec � f 0�cc=e�cc
ð2Þ

where rc and ec = axial stress and corresponding axial strain of
concrete. The peak axial stress f 0�cc and the axial strain at peak



Fig. 10. Effect of CFRP tube thickness on stress-strain response.
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stress e�cc of concrete under a constant confining pressure rl in
Jiang and Teng’s model [25] are calculated using the following
equations:

f 0�cc
f 0co

¼ 1þ 3:5
rl

f 0co
ð3Þ

e�cc
eco

¼ 1þ 17:5
rl

f 0co

 !1:2

ð4Þ
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In the above equations, the confining pressure rl is given by:

rl ¼ 2Efrpteh
d

¼ �2Efrptel
d

ð5Þ

where Efrp and t = FRP tube hoop elastic modulus and thickness;
eh = FRP hoop strain; el ¼ �eh = lateral strain of concrete; and d = di-
ameter of confined concrete core.

Another key element in Jiang and Teng’s model [25] is the equa-
tion for the axial strain-hoop strain relationship, which takes the
following form as initially proposed by Teng et al. [36]:



Fig. 11. Axial strain-lateral strain curves of FRP-confined concrete columns.
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ec
eco

¼ 0:85 1þ 8
rl

f 0co

 !
� 1þ 0:75

eh
eco

� �� �0:7
� exp �7

eh
eco

� �� �( )

ð6Þ
4.2. Comparisons and discussions

The predicted axial strain-lateral strain curves and axial stress-
strain curves are compared with the experimental results in
Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. The compressive strength of fresh
concrete obtained from the unconfined concrete specimens with-
out RCLs (Fig. 8) was used in making the predictions since RCLs
had only a small effect on the stress-strain behavior of FRP-
confined compound concrete (see Fig. 9). The experimental FRP
hoop rupture strain averaged from two duplicate specimens with-
out RCLs was used to determine the ultimate condition (i.e., ulti-
mate axial stress/strain) of the corresponding specimens with
RCLs (Table 4). Fig. 12 shows that Jiang and Teng’s model [25] pre-
dicts reasonably well the behavior of all specimens, except for the
late loading stage of Series I specimens confined with a three-ply
CFRP tube, for which the slope of the second ascending branch is
underestimated by the model (Fig. 12b). Note that the confinement
ratios (rl=f

0
co) of these specimens are larger than 0.3 when the axial

strain exceeds around 0.02. The confinement ratios in the test data-
base to derive Eq. (3) in Jiang and Teng’s [25] model, however, are
smaller than 0.3. This observation suggests that Jiang and Teng’s
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[25] model may need to be refined for more accurate predictions
of concrete with a high level of FRP confinement.

It is worth noting that the second branch slopes of the axial
stress-axial strain curves of all the FRP-confined concrete speci-
mens tested by Teng et al. [14] are significantly underestimated
by Jiang and Teng’s model [25]. The different observations about
the test results in the two studies are attributed mainly to the
use of two different types of FRP tubes: filament-wound FRP tubes
with a significant axial stiffness in Teng et al.’s [14] study and wet-
layup FRP tubes with a negligible axial stiffness in the present
study.
5. Conclusions

Compared with the recycling of demolition concrete into coarse
aggregate, the use of recycled concrete lumps (RCLs) for direct mix-
ing with fresh concrete, leading to what is herein referred to as
compound concrete, has obvious advantages in efficiency, cost-
effectiveness and recycling ratio. Encasement of compound con-
crete with an FRP confining tube has recently been explored as
an effective means to improve the mechanical properties and dura-
bility of compound concrete. This paper has presented the results
of an experimental program on the stress-strain behavior of FRP-
confined compound concrete in which CFRP confining tubes which
fibers oriented only in the hoop direction were used to provide
confinement. The effects of RCL mix ratio, strength difference



Fig. 12. Comparison of stress-strain curves between tests and Jiang and Teng’s model.
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between the RCLs and the fresh concrete, and CFRP tube thickness
have been examined. The following observations and conclusions
may be drawn:

(1) The failure mode of unconfined compound concrete column
specimens was similar to that of normal concrete column
specimens. The inclusion of RCLs significantly reduced the
compressive strength and the initial elastic modulus of
unconfined concrete, and the reduction increased with the
RCL mix ratio.

(2) Except for the two FCCC columns with an outdated resin in
the CFRP tube, all the FCCC columns failed by FRP rupture
due to hoop tension, and the presence of RCLs did not have
an obvious effect on the column failure mode.

(3) FRP confinement can significantly enhance the performance
of compound concrete: the compressive strength and the
ultimate axial strain of compound concrete are comparable
to those of the corresponding fresh concrete (i.e., without
the presence of RCLs) under the same level of FRP confine-
ment, which indicates that the detrimental effects caused
by the use of RCLs in unconfined concrete can be largely
eliminated by FRP confinement.

(4) The axial stress-strain behaviors of confined concrete in the
test specimens with different RCL mix ratios are close to
each other, implying that the inclusion of RCLs may have a
12
limited influence on the confinement mechanism in FRP-
confined concrete. However, more research on FRP-
confined compound concrete with wider ranges of parame-
ters (e.g., RCL mix ratio and FRP confinement level) is needed
for a deeper understanding of the confinement mechanism
in FRP-confined compound concrete.

(5) Jiang and Teng’s model [25] generally predicts reasonably
well the axial stress-strain curves of FRP-confined concrete
in all specimens in the present study; however, the second
branch slopes of all the specimens tested by Teng et al.
[14] were significantly underestimated by Jiang and Teng’s
model [25]. This difference is believed to be attributed to
the much smaller axial stiffnesses of the FRP tubes used in
the present study than those of the filament-wound FRP
tubes used in Teng et al.’s [14] study.

The above conclusions reveal that most of the weaknesses of
compound concrete containing RCLs can be minimized through
the provision of FRP confinement. In addition, the use of an FRP
tube eliminates the corrosion concern for the internal steel rein-
forcement (if it is present) due to the premature cracks between
RCLs and fresh concrete. It is also worth noting that, while CFRP
tubes with fibers oriented in the hoop direction only were used
in the present study (as the main purpose was to clearly reveal
the stress-strain behavior of FRP-confined compound concrete),
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filament-wound GFRP tubes, which are more cost-effective than
CFRP tubes, should be used in practice. The combination of GFRP
tubes with compound concrete opens many possibilities for the
reliable use of compound concrete in new construction and offers
a reliable and cost-effective way of using recycled demolition
concrete.
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